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Add complete usability and extreme functionality to your 

next desktop application with the depth and breadth our 

Windows Forms UI controls. Infragistics Windows Forms 

continues to make strides in user experience with the latest 

Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Office® 2010 and Office® 2013 

styles. 
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Installation 

Downloading Download Infragistics Windows Forms here. 

 

What’s Changed 

Components Product Impact Description 

WinChart Bug Fix Line Appearances for StackLine Chart are applied inconsistently. 

WinChart Bug Fix ArgumentException occurs when filling a rectangle with Transparent brush. 

WinChart Bug Fix The size of bounds and path in text primitive are not set in FillSceneGraph event. 

CodedUI Bug Fix 

The "CodedUITest.UIA.VS11" assembly is not being added to the GAC when only the VS Agents is 
installed. 
 
Notes: 
If there is no binary difference between the original RTM XML file and the latest xml in the service 
release, the patch will not include the file.  If the xml file is not present after applying the patch, 
you need to run a repair operation on the product.  This can be done via the Add/Remove 
programs interface by selecting the "Repair" option. The installer will have had its search 
conditions updated by the patch, and the condition will be met when it locates VS Agents. You will 
be able to see the expected XML file at that time. 

WinNumericEditor Bug Fix The prompt charactors remain visible even though the editor does not have a focus. 

WinTextEditor Bug Fix Unable to activate the MessageBox by tapping it when displayed by Enter event. 

WinGanttView Bug Fix 
The "PerformAutoSizeAllGridColumns" method does not resize the TimeLine rows when 
CellMultiline is set to True. 

WinGrid Bug Fix 
The Grouping of rows is grouped incorrectly. The rows of data belonging to the same group appear 
in separate groupings.  

http://www.infragistics.com/dotnet/netadvantage/winforms.aspx#Downloads
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WinGrid Bug Fix 
The scrolling on the grid does not occur with scrolling gesture (Dragging a finger from the bottom 
of the grid to the top). 

WinDayView Bug Fix Pressing a tab, while in a time slot, does not enter the next time slot area in view. 

WinDockManager Bug Fix An OutOfMemoryException is thrown after opening and closing multiple floating windows. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix 
When the form is maximized by dragging from the border upward, it shows 1 pixel less than a full 
screen. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix The tools' syzes were changed after displaying the RibbonCustomizerProvider. 

WinToolbarsManager Bug Fix The popup menu fails to stay in view. It goes away imediately after being displayed. 

 


